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Abstract: Among available processing technologies of heat-treatable aluminum alloys such as the 2219
aluminum alloy, the use of both friction stir welding (FSW) as joining technology and electromagnetic
forming (EMF) for plastic formation technology have obvious advantages and successful applications.
Therefore, significant potential exists for these processing technologies, both of which can be used
on the 2219 aluminum alloy, to manufacture large-scale, thin-wall parts in the astronautic industry.
The microstructure and mechanical properties of 2219 aluminum alloy under a process which
compounded FSW, heat treatment, and EMF were investigated by means of a tensile test as well as
via both an optical microscope (OM) and scanning electron microscope (SEM). The results show that
the reduction of strength, which was caused during the FSW process, can be recovered effectively.
This can be accomplished by a post-welding heat treatment composed of solid solution and aging.
However, ductility was still reduced after heat treatment. Under the processing technology composed
of FSW, heat treatment, and EMF, the forming limit of the 2219 aluminum alloy decreased distinctly
due to the poor ductility of the welding joint. A ribbon pattern was found on the fractured surface of
welded 2219 aluminum alloy after EMF treatment, which was formed due to the banded structure
caused by the FSW process. Because of the effects of induced eddy current in the EMF process,
the material fractured, forming a unique structure which manifested as a molten surface appearance
under SEM observation.

Keywords: aluminum alloy; electromagnetic forming; friction stir welding; heat treatment;
secondary phase

1. Introduction

2219 aluminum alloy is a suitable material for manufacturing large-scale, thin-wall parts in the
astronautic industry, such as the cryogenic fuel tank of launch vehicles, thanks to its characteristics
of good weldability, corrosion stability as well as its superior qualities in specific strength and
thermal stability [1,2]. The manufacturing process of 2219 aluminum alloy is composed of welding,
heat treatment, and plastic formation [3]. Friction stir weld (FSW) can effectively minimize the
thermal input and reduce the peak temperature compared with conventional welding technologies [4].
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A welding joint with fewer welding defects and higher performance can be obtained through the
solid bonding achieved by FSW [5]. A heat treatment composed of solid solution and aging can
produce a dispersive distribution of precipitated phase, which can bring a remarkable improvement
in the mechanical properties of 2219 aluminum alloy [6]. Simultaneously, as a high-velocity forming
method, electromagnetic forming (EMF) can increase the forming limit of material and improve the
performance of the workpieces compared with conventional quasi-static forming technologies [7,8].
Thus, in the astronautic industry, there is significant potential for the application of these processing
technologies in the manufacturing of large-scale, thin-wall parts [9].

FSW technology, which can create solid bonding through the frictional effects of the tool shoulder
and the stirring effect of the pin, has been widely applied in the manufacture for large-scale parts of
aluminum alloys. Extensive research has been conducted as to the influence of processing parameters
and the plastic flow behavior during FSW treatment. After FSW treatment, the microstructure and
properties of the welding joint on the butt-welded 2219 aluminum alloy sheets are predominantly
affected by rotation speed, welding speed, pin geometry, and the post-welding heat treatment [5,10].
Because of the penetrating depth which occurs during the FSW process, the surface material is extruded
by the tool shoulder and flows downwards under the stirring effect of pin. As the surface material
flows into the plastic zone, a banded structure known as an onion ring is formed as a result of the
interaction between the flowing material and the in situ material [11,12]. According to previous studies,
through a proper post-weld annealing treatment, the mechanical properties of welded material can be
recovered effectively and may be even superior to the full-annealed base metal [13].

The studies of heat treatment on heat-treatable aluminum alloys have largely focused on solid
solution and aging treatment. A dispersive distribution of precipitated phase can be achieved in the
matrix of 2219 aluminum alloy during heat treatment. The secondary phases precipitated during aging
treatment, which is mainly composed of Al2Cu, play an important role in the aging strengthening of
2219 aluminum alloy [14]. The precipitating behavior of the secondary phase can be greatly affected by
plastic deformation. With a proper deformation degree, a more dispersive distribution of secondary
phase can be achieved, which can further improve the strength of the 2219 aluminum alloy [15].
Plastic deformation also leads to an acceleration in the precipitating rate and changes the optimum
parameters of the aging treatment [16].

EMF technology is a high velocity-forming technology, which is achieved by applying a pulse
electromagnetic field on the formed material. During the EMF process, the velocity of deformation can
exceed 300 m/s. Under a high strain rate, the microstructure evolves differently from the quasi-static
deformation, such as the adiabatic shear bands which can be found in the split Hopkinson pressure
bar test [17]. The dynamic response is also affected by the heat treatment condition [18], which can be
attributed to the influences of precipitated phase. Moreover, the behavior of plastic deformation is
also affected by the coupled multi-field, which is compounded by the electromagnetic field, induced
eddy current, and high-strain field [19,20]; this can include a change in the movement and pinning of
dislocation and the distribution of the low-angle grain boundary. A reduction of flow stress is observed
when plastic deformation is electrically assisted [21], which is strongly associated with a rise in the
material’s temperature, caused by the Joule effect of electricity [22].

Although the 2219 aluminum alloy proceeds through the entire processing flow of FSW, heat
treatment, and EMF, there are many different evolutions in microstructure and properties which hardly
appear in the conventional process. The thermal effect and the plastic flow during FSW treatment
causes an expediting of precipitation during heat treatment, and the inhomogeneous structure of the
welding joint will reduce the formability of 2219 aluminum alloy during the EMF process [9]. Thus, it
is essential to study the cooperative effects of FSW, heat treatment, and EMF for the application of the
2219 aluminum alloy in the astronautic industry.

This paper investigates the microstructure and properties of the 2219 aluminum alloy under
different compound technologies of FSW and heat treatment through a tensile test and SEM to
study the interaction and the optimum combination of FSW and heat treatment. Then, samples of
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2219 aluminum alloy under both optimum compound technology and heat treatment are processed by
EMF treatment. The forming characteristics and the fracture appearance of 2219 aluminum alloy are
discussed to study the influences of FSW treatment on the forming behavior of 2219 aluminum alloy
during the EMF process.

2. Materials and Methods

The materials used in this work were fully annealed 2219 Al alloy sheets with a thickness of 2 mm
and the chemical component which is depicted in Table 1. By constituting the main precipitated phase
known as Al2Cu in the matrix, Cu was the predominant strengthening element in the 2219 aluminum
alloy [23]; Mn could increase the thermal stability of alloy by forming T phase (Al20Cu2Mn3), which was
the main dispersoid in 2 × 24 aluminum alloys with a rod-like shape [14].

In the FSW process, a tool with 10 mm shoulder diameter, 1.7 mm pin diameter, and 1.7 mm pin
length was used, and the schematic of the FSW process is shown in Figure 1. The FSW was performed
with a rotation rate of 1200 rpm and a welding speed of 200 mm/min, which was perpendicular to the
rolling direction of sheet. The shoulder penetrating depth was adjusted at 2 mm without tilting angle
while the FSW was performed. The heat treatment included a solid solution treatment of 535 ◦C for
40 min as well as water quenching and artificial aging of 180 ◦C for 6 h.

A schematic of the EMF process is shown in Figure 2, with the demonstration of samples which
were used in the EMF process and the tensile test. Both samples were designed according to Chinese
standard (GB/T 228-2002) and the main dimensions are illustrated in Figure 2. The EMF system used
was HMF-30/213/150, the maximum energy storage was 96 kJ, the maximum charging voltage was
30 kV, the capacitance used for energy storage was 216 µF, and the inductance of the coil was 15.48 µH.
The normal direction of sheet was along with the axial direction of coil to obtain a maximal variation of
magnetic flux. During the EMF process, the capacitor was charged by the charging system, and a pulse
electromagnetic field was generated by a discharge through the coil.

Table 1. Chemical composition of 2219 aluminum alloy (mass fraction %).

Al Cu Mn Ti Zr V

bal. 6.2 0.3 0.058 0.15 0.08
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of FSW process.

The processing route is shown in Figure 3. On the basis of the heat treatment of solid solution
and aging, the FSW was performed on the samples under different heat treatment conditions
including as-annealed, as-solid-solution, and as-aged to obtain various compound technologies of
the FSW and heat treatment. The microstructure and properties of these samples were compared
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by means of a tensile test, OM, and SEM to study the interaction and the optimum compound
technology of the FSW and heat treatment. The EMF treatment was performed on the 2219 aluminum
alloy samples, which were processed under the optimal compound technology of FSW and heat
treatment. Then, the microstructure and properties were studied through forming characteristics and
fracture morphology.Metals 2018, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  4 of 12 
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Figure 3. Schematic illustration of the processing route.

The tensile test was performed on an AG-100kN testing machine which is produced at
SHIMADZU CORPORARION in Kyoto, Japan with a tensile speed of 1 mm/min at room temperature;
for each of the conditions, three samples were used for testing. The samples were polished and etched
with Keller’s reagent to reveal the microstructure for the OM observation on the welding joint. The OM
observation was performed on a VHX-1000C optical microscope VHX-1000C optical microscope which
was produced at KEYENCE CORPORARION in Osaka, JAPAN. The fracture surface was observed
using JSM-7600F FESEM which was produced at JEOL Ltd. in Tokyo, JAPAN.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Compound Technologies of FSW and Heat Treatment

3.1.1. Microstructure of the Welding Joint

The cross-section structure of 2219 aluminum alloy FSW joint under the solution aging FSW
technology is shown in Figure 4. According to Figure 4a, the cross-section of the 2219 aluminum
alloy FSW joint is divided into four regions: the welding nugget zone (NZ), the thermo-mechanically
affected zone (TMAZ), the heat-affect zone (HAZ), and the base metal. The NZ, which was directly
affected by the pin and shoulder and experienced severe plastic flow during the FSW process, is the
central region of the FSW joint with fine equiaxed grains. The TMAZ was affected by the plastic flow in
NZ as well as the thermal cycle during the FSW process. The grains in TMAZ were stretched along the
flow direction. The HAZ had a similar structure as the base metal but was slightly coarser as a result
of the welding thermal cycle. The onion ring structure, which was formed as a result of the plastic
flow during the FSW process [11], is also observed in Figure 4a. The advanced side of the weld joint is
shown in Figure 4b. It can be seen that the density of secondary particles in NZ was higher than in
other regions.
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3.1.2. Mechanical Properties

The tensile test results of the 2219 aluminum alloy samples processed through solution aging
(base metal), FSW solution aging, solution FSW aging, and solution aging FSW are shown in Figure 5.

On the basis of the tensile strength shown in Figure 5, the base metal samples and the FSW
solution aging samples have higher strength compared with the other two compound technologies.
According to previous studies, the strength of friction stir welded samples increased with a higher
solution temperature [24]. This was attributed to the grain coarsening in the welding joint, which is
caused by an imbalance between the thermodynamic driving forces and the pinning forces. The pining
forces impeding the grain boundary migration decreased during solution. Moreover, because of
the reprecipitation of precipitated phase, the tensile strength of welding joint increased after heat
treatment [24]. The increase of strength after aging treatment of solution FSW aging samples was not
as high as the base metal samples or the FSW solution aging samples. This can be attributed to the
changes in the precipitation behavior of secondary phase caused by the FSW treatment, in particular,
the accumulation of dislocation could improve the precipitating rate during aging treatment [16].
The localized deformation and thermal input in the welded region were harmful to the uniformity
of the whole sample. As a result, the material of welding joint reached a peak aging state sooner
than the base metal and was overaged; in contrast, the base metal reached peak aging condition.
The strength of the samples after the solution aging FSW treatment were the lowest among three
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compound technologies. This can be attributed to the inhomogeneous microstructure of welding
joint and the dissolving and coarsening of the precipitate phase caused by the FSW treatment [25].
Moreover, for the 2219-T6 aluminum alloy, a high rotation rate easily caused welding defects such as
tunnel and void, which were clearly harmful to the mechanical properties [5].

On the basis of the elongation shown in Figure 5, the ductility of the samples under three
compound technologies was obviously worse than the base metal. According to previous research [12],
the density of the secondary phase was variable across the onion ring structure. In addition,
the secondary phase could continually grow during aging treatment even the Cu element was no
longer oversaturated [26]. The inhomogeneous structure and the coarsening of the secondary phase ere
the predominant causes for the lower ductility of welded samples. For the FSW solution aging samples,
the elongation increased with the heat treatment process, which indicates that the inhomogeneity in
the welded samples could be modified during solution treatment. Meanwhile, the solution FSW aging
samples exhibited the worst ductility amongst all samples. This is because of the welding defects and
overaging effect both caused by FSW [5,16]. The elongation of the solution aging FSW samples was
similar to the FSW solution aging samples; however, there was a significant difference in the tensile
strength of the samples between these two technologies. This phenomenon indicated that the loss of
strength due to the FSW process could be recovered by the solution aging treatment while the ductility
remained reduced.

In conclusion, the thermal input and the accumulation of plastic deformation caused
a deterioration in mechanical properties after the FSW treatment. There was a dramatic decrease in the
ductility of the 2219 aluminum alloy under the co-effect of FSW and heat treatment as a result of the
interaction between severe plastic deformation and aging [27]. Through a comparison of the tensile
results which were processed under all the four technologies above, it was clear that the strength loss
due to the FSW process could be largely recovered by the solution aging treatment, which was mainly
attributable to the high temperature during solution treatment.
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3.1.3. Fracture Appearance

The SEM observations of the fractures which were formed during the tensile test are shown in
Figure 6. The fracture of the FSW solution aging sample shown in Figure 6b is a typical alloyed fracture
appearance, which is a dispersive distribution of large-sized dimples surrounded by small-sized
dimples. Secondary particles can be observed at the bottom of several dimples as well as sharp tearing
ridge on the dimples. This is similar to the fracture appearance of the base metal shown in Figure 6a.
The fracture of the solution FSW aging sample shown in Figure 6c has a quasi-dissociation fracture
appearance. The dimples are shallow and small, with a reduced sharp tearing ridge, which indicates
a poor ductility of the 2219 aluminum alloy. The fracture appearance of the solution aging FSW sample
shown in Figure 6d has the morphology characteristics of both the FSW solution aging sample and
solution FSW aging sample. The large-sized dimples found in Figure 6a,b cannot be found on the
fracture surface of the solution aging FSW sample, which presents a more uniformly sized distribution
of dimples. It has been established that the appearance of dimples is greatly affected by the secondary
particles in the matrix [28]. Accordingly, the size distribution of the secondary phase became more
uniform after the FSW process because of the fragmenting of large-sized particles caused by the
severe plastic deformation. This distribution led to the formation of the fracture appearance shown in
Figure 6d. For the fracture appearance of the solution FSW aging sample, the severe plastic deformation
caused by FSW strongly suggested a precipitating rate during the aging processing. Thus, the aging
treatment could significantly increase the negative effects of FSW on the mechanical properties, even
causing the banded appearance on Figure 6c.
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3.2. EMF Treatment

3.2.1. Forming Characteristics

The EMF treatment was performed on the samples under a solution aging treatment and a FSW
solution aging treatment, which has demonstrated the optimal properties of all three compound
technologies. The results shown in Figure 7 indicate that welded samples tended to fracture at lower
discharging voltage compared with the base metal samples. The comparison of the forming height
shows that the maximal strain of welded samples was significantly lower than the base metal samples.
The fracture location on welded samples was approximately the middle of the welding joint where the
NZ was located. Simultaneously, the fracture of the base-metal samples was located at the die corner
where the stress concentration occurred.Metals 2018, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW  8 of 12 
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3.2.2. Fracture Appearance

The fracture appearance of the welded sample and base metal sample is shown in Figure 8. Clearly,
both contained bright silver regions on the fracture surface as shown in Figure 8a,e. Under further
observation, which was performed by SEM and shown in Figure 8b,f, this structure was a large-scale
surface with a molten appearance. Meanwhile, the fracture surface of the friction stir-welded samples
had a layered structure which did not appear on the base metal sample. A banded texture was also
found on the fracture surface of the welded sample, and further observations are shown in Figure 8c,d.

Observations of Figure 8c indicated an alternative distribution of dimples in different size.
A texture on the holistic distribution of dimples also may have caused the banded texture on the
fracture surface in Figure 8b, which can be attributed to the onion ring structure in the welding joint.
The microstructure of welded material was variable across the onion ring structure. Notably, the density
of the precipitated phase was different between the bright and dark layers in the onion structure shown
in Figure 4a. The variation of microstructure led to a regular variation in the mechanical properties
and caused the corresponding structure on the fracture surface.

The fracture surface shown in Figure 8d indicates a multi-fracture-type structure with few
dimple structures, despite its similarity to the fracture appearance shown in Figure 8c in macro
level. Brittle fracture appearances were also present such as intergranular fracture in addition to the
ductile fracture structure-like dimples or sliding separation. The banded structure was predominantly
caused by the plastic flow during the FSW process which was similar to the structure shown in
Figure 8c. The multi-fracture-type structure can be attributed to two causes: the lack of the driving
force from the welding shoulder, causing a relatively weak region of welding joint, and the heat from
the Joule effect of induced current, causing a weakening of the grain boundaries.

Regarding the fracture structure of the base metal sample under the EMF process, a multi-fracture-type
structure was also present, as shown in Figure 8g,h, but no banded structure appeared.
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Further observations of the large-scale surface with a molten appearance are shown in Figure 9a.
Pit structure-like dimples were present with a sliding separation structure on the side wall appearing
on the large-scale surface as shown in Figure 9b. Meanwhile, a structure of crack was also found on
the surface and observed in high magnification as shown in Figure 9c. It was easy to discern a pattern
of grain boundaries as shown around the crack, the size of which was close to the size of the grains in
the NZ, which was around 5–10 µm.

In conclusion, the EMF process was greatly affected by the FSW treatment:
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FSW treatment causes a weakening in the properties of the welded material attributable to welding
defects such as a segregation of the precipitated phase and the liquation cracking [29]. The Joule effect
of induced eddy current during EMF also reduced the ductility of the 2219 aluminum alloy during the
EMF process. The microstructure variation across the onion ring structure, which was formed during
the FSW process, caused a variation of mechanical properties and led to the banded structure on the
fracture surface of electromagnetic-formed samples. Because only the upper layer of 2219 aluminum
alloy could be affected by the friction of the shoulder during the FSW process, a weak region in the
bottom of welding joint as produced. With the addition of the skin effect of the induced eddy current
during the EMF process, the fracture type varied in thickness within the sample.

In conclusion, regarding the formation of the large-scale surface, the welding defects and
regional precipitated phase segregation caused an increase in electrical resistance and led to a higher
temperature under the Joule effect during the EMF process. The strength of the welding joint was
weakened under high temperature and an intergranular fracture was formed because of the weakened
grain boundaries. When the samples fractured, a strong electric arc occurred which could be clearly
seen during the EMF process. The surface of fracture was partially melted under the effect of the arc,
and the melted appearance was formed.
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4. Conclusions

1. The effects of high temperature during heat treatment caused a coarsening of grains and
reprecipitation of precipitated phase in the welding join; it was able to recover the strength
reduced during the FSW process, but ductility remained reduced after heat treatment.
The performance of FSW after a solid-solution treatment on 2219 aluminum alloy caused an
overaging effect during subsequent aging treatment and led to poor ductility.

2. The formability of welded samples under EMF was lower compared with base metal samples
because of the poor mechanical properties. The onion ring structure formed during FSW treatment
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caused a variation in both the microstructure and properties of the 2219 aluminum alloy and led
to the banded structure on the fracture surface. A multi-fracture-type structure was generated
due to the interaction of plastic flow caused by FSW and induced eddy current caused by EMF.

3. During the EMF process, an intergranular fracture appearance was generated as a result of the
Joule effect of the induced eddy current. The induced eddy current also caused the molten surface
on the fracture through the electric arc when the fracture occurred. The melted surface covered
the original fracture appearance and formed the bright silver appearance on the fracture surface
of the 2219 aluminum alloy under EMF treatment.
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